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UndersavingUndersaving: A Major Problem: A Major Problem

 Out of 122 million working Americans, 42Out of 122 million working Americans, 42
Million Save through Defined contribution plansMillion Save through Defined contribution plans

 Saving problem is most severe among lower-Saving problem is most severe among lower-
paid workerspaid workers

 Median family owns zero stocks, even inMedian family owns zero stocks, even in
retirement plansretirement plans

 Average U.S. savings rate: -1%Average U.S. savings rate: -1%
 Median Net worth, excluding home equity (yearMedian Net worth, excluding home equity (year

2000)2000)
 All U.S. households: $13,473All U.S. households: $13,473
 Households 65+: $23,369Households 65+: $23,369



 Usual Assumption: People donUsual Assumption: People don’’t care aboutt care about
retirementretirement

  Try to make retirement more vivid (either Try to make retirement more vivid (either
positively or negatively)positively or negatively)



Why usual approach doesnWhy usual approach doesn’’t work:t work:

 Steep time discounting: retirement is tooSteep time discounting: retirement is too
remote in timeremote in time

 Hyperbolic time discounting: can alwaysHyperbolic time discounting: can always
plan to begin saving plan to begin saving tomorrowtomorrow

 Drop-in-the-bucket: one little indulgenceDrop-in-the-bucket: one little indulgence
wonwon’’t make a dent (or another andt make a dent (or another and
another..)another..)



How we increased drug adherenceHow we increased drug adherence

Warfarin (Warfarin (cumadincumadin))
 Anti-stroke medicationAnti-stroke medication
 Chance of stroke / past stroke Chance of stroke / past stroke ≈≈ 21% 21%
 Warfarin (if taken correctly) Warfarin (if taken correctly)  ~3% ~3%
 However, only 66% adhere, even in bestHowever, only 66% adhere, even in best

conditions (warfarin clinic)conditions (warfarin clinic)
 For every 10% increase in missed doses,For every 10% increase in missed doses,

~14% increase in odds of under-coagulation~14% increase in odds of under-coagulation
 Patients with more erratic doses have higher risk ofPatients with more erratic doses have higher risk of

both under- and over-coagulationboth under- and over-coagulation

 Our goal: increase adherence through incentivesOur goal: increase adherence through incentives



Insight #1: need to deliverInsight #1: need to deliver
frequent feedback and rewardsfrequent feedback and rewards

–– ideally at the daily level ideally at the daily level



Insight #2: lotteries give moreInsight #2: lotteries give more
bang for the buckbang for the buck

Goal: get biggest Goal: get biggest ‘‘bang for the buckbang for the buck’’ for an for an
E.V. of $3 per day E.V. of $3 per day (roughly, expected(roughly, expected
savings from preventing strokes)savings from preventing strokes)

Ideas:Ideas:
 frequent positive feedbackfrequent positive feedback
 promise of big payoutpromise of big payout
 play on regret-aversionplay on regret-aversion



Our solution..Our solution..
 Patient gets 2 digit number (e.g., 27)Patient gets 2 digit number (e.g., 27)
 Every evening we draw a two digitEvery evening we draw a two digit

numbernumber
 If first two digits match (e.g., 25) or secondIf first two digits match (e.g., 25) or second

two digits match (e.g., 57), they get $10two digits match (e.g., 57), they get $10
 If both digits match (27), they get $100If both digits match (27), they get $100

 But.....But.....
 ONLY IF THEY TOOK THEIR WARFARINONLY IF THEY TOOK THEIR WARFARIN



Message transmitted to subject whether they won orMessage transmitted to subject whether they won or would would
have wonhave won (if didn (if didn’’t take medication)t take medication)

But, how do we know if they tookBut, how do we know if they took
their warfarin?their warfarin?

The Med-e Monitor



Pilot Project #1Pilot Project #1
 10 subjects for one month10 subjects for one month
 reminder + incentive condition onlyreminder + incentive condition only

(controls = same patients before(controls = same patients before
intervention, and other patients)intervention, and other patients)

 got the incentives wrong ($5 EV/day)got the incentives wrong ($5 EV/day)
 Adherence rate of 96%!Adherence rate of 96%!
Pilot project #2 ($3 EV/day)Pilot project #2 ($3 EV/day) adherence adherence

97%!97%!



Some evidence this worksSome evidence this works
 Pilot study ofPilot study of

patients on warfarinpatients on warfarin
 Rate of incorrect pillRate of incorrect pill

taking droppedtaking dropped
dramatically amongdramatically among
patients whopatients who
received eitherreceived either
lottery worth $5 perlottery worth $5 per
day or $3 dayday or $3 day

Figure 3: Adherence
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 Currently conducting a larger-scale studyCurrently conducting a larger-scale study
funded by Aetna, and have applied forfunded by Aetna, and have applied for
funding from NIHfunding from NIH

 Also pilot-testing a similar approach to weightAlso pilot-testing a similar approach to weight
reduction (funded by Hewlett Foundation,reduction (funded by Hewlett Foundation,
USDA and NIH)USDA and NIH)



How can these insights be appliedHow can these insights be applied
to saving?to saving?



 Participants set a yearly saving goal (e.g., $1,000)Participants set a yearly saving goal (e.g., $1,000)
 Make weekly deposits (e.g., $20)Make weekly deposits (e.g., $20)
 Every week they are on or above target, participate in aEvery week they are on or above target, participate in a

lottery (at the time of making their deposit)lottery (at the time of making their deposit)

Alternative approach: lottery-based rewards

Savings goal
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What if they miss their goal?What if they miss their goal?
Recalibration of savings goal
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Open issuesOpen issues

 What kind of lottery to offer?What kind of lottery to offer?
 What E.V.?What E.V.?
 What configuration of probabilities and payoffs?What configuration of probabilities and payoffs?

 Bonus week?Bonus week?
 at end (week 51)? at end (week 51)? –– e.g.,  e.g., ““meet your goal, and themeet your goal, and the

last week is on uslast week is on us””
 at beginning? at beginning? –– e.g.,  e.g., ““to help you start, we areto help you start, we are

depositing $x in your account right from thedepositing $x in your account right from the
beginning.beginning.””

 Deposit lottery winnings, pay them out, orDeposit lottery winnings, pay them out, or
provide a choice?provide a choice?



AdvantagesAdvantages

 Can be scaled to any income level (becauseCan be scaled to any income level (because
people set their own goals)people set their own goals)

 People who fail impose little or no cost onPeople who fail impose little or no cost on
financial institutionfinancial institution

 Initially unprofitable (requires subsidization)Initially unprofitable (requires subsidization)
but becomes profitable over timebut becomes profitable over time

 Low administrative costsLow administrative costs
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